PLSR Steering Report Ideas

When input was requested about the goals for the retreat, the following ideas were shared about what a Steering Committee recommendation report might look like.

It might also be worthwhile to take a crack at marking up a "specification" for what we as a committee will produce for Dr. Evers. Not starting to actually write the substance of the thing, but rather "marking up" the bones of the document....For example, in my mind, each service area should have a series of sections.....

- Description of Current Service Environment in Wisconsin
- Discussion of Pros/Cons of Current Service Environment
- Summary of Data & Resources Utilized by the Work Group
- Recommendations Concerning an Ideal Model for the Service
- Fiscal Impacts
- Legislative Impacts
- Transition Strategy

I'm wondering if having some sort of an introductory spec for our report would help us "work backward" and provide A) guidance to the workgroups and B) something tangible we can refer to when interacting with the library community.